





                                             TRANSFORMERS: Move Along Home

		
                      


2005

          As the vessel he was on neared its target, Scrapheap looked out the closest viewport to his station that he could find, hoping to catch a glimpse of Unicron. What he saw made him unsure and uneasy about how this would all end for him and everyone on the ship. The immensity of the planet-sized transformer was even more than he imagined, seemingly impenetrable and invincible the way it just hung there in space. But for all of them, it was too late to have misgivings, as now it was all or nothing, with the galaxy’s freedom at risk.
          Also manning a station near the viewport, Rubble worked his controls feverishly trying to up the power to the main weapons. They needed all the power they could get if Unicron were to be defeated. As much as he wanted to look out the port with his comrade, Rubble didn’t want to leave his station, knowing being at the controls could make or break the whole mission. Suddenly, the main alarms went off, signaling that the ship was now on an attack vector and about to engage their target. Rubble kept working the controls feverishly, as Scrapheap ran back to his station.
          The Junkion vessel was lined up for it’s first assault on the gargantuan Unicron, with the Quintessonian vessel piloted by the Autobots to it’s right on a parallel course ready to engage. Just then, the Junkion ship was rocked by a plasma blast from Unicron’s mouth, with the ship’s crew immediately making feverish repairs as Wreck-Gar kept in on course. Another plasma blast then struck the Autobot’s ship, blowing a gaping hole into it and sending it spinning wildly out of control. It crashed into Unicron’s right eye, destroying it.
          Unicron temporarily reeled from the damage, before refocusing himself on the smaller attacks from various Decepticons rising from Cybertron’s surface to buy it some time. After failed attempts by the Seekers, and an all-out assault by the Dinobots, Unicron turned his attention back to the Junkion’s ship. His gigantic right hand snatched the ship out of space as it flew by on another attack run, and slowly crushed it, the crew scrambling to either escape or not get squeezed into mashed metal.
           Suddenly, he swung his arm around and released what was left of the ship, sending some of it’s parts and crew crashing to Cybertron, while the rest of it and it’s crew were flung far past the system, tumbling through the blackness of space. Instantly an afterthought, Unicron turned away from the Junkions and resumed his assault on Cybertron, all while an intense battle
raged inside of him between Autobot and Decepticon.

2105

          His optics working again due to his systems finally coming back online, Scrapheap looked around the tactical room to find it quite dark, with no computers working, and massive damage everywhere. Where the small viewport once existed was now a gaping hole in the ship’s superstructure. His station was still in one piece, and he tried accessing it, to no avail. Just as he was about to try another, his comrade Rubble came back online, also looking around to see what was working.
           As the both of them got up off the floor and moved around, they both noticed a couple of bodies of their comrades. Upon performing some scans, Scrapheap determined that they were dead and the damage too extreme for any kind of repair or rebuild. Rubble tried the computer at his station, but like the others, didn’t work. He walked over to the doors that separated their section from the forward sections of the ship and forced it open, only to see space. While he stared off into the dark, his comrade Scrapheap had forced some debris away from the rear access doors, and made his way into the engine room.
           There wasn’t much left. Most of the section had been ripped away, with only the power core intact, albeit offline. There was no way the ship would ever function again. The damage was too extreme, and there was nothing they could use to fix the extreme damage. Returning to the tactical section, he decided to confer with Rubble to come up with a plan of action, hoping to leave the wreckage soon and figure out where they were.
           He noticed Rubble was at the side of the section looking out into space through another hole in the superstructure, seemingly fixated on something out there. Walking up beside his comrade, he saw what Rubble was looking at - a derelict Cybertronian ship that was also damaged and floating in space near them, but not nearly as damaged as their own ship. From
the looks of it, it was similar in design to the Ark-class starship, but with a different arrangement of engines and bridge alike. Knowing they might be able to repair that ship, it was time to get to work in a hurry.
           “Grappler time.” he said aloud. 
           Rubble turned and faced him. “Grappling beam offline.” he replied. 
           Scrapheap wasn’t referring to the beam, and pointed to a separate hand-held device that laid on the floor near them. Picking it up off the floor, he showed it to Rubble. 
           “Manual grappler.” 
           Rubble wasn’t sure where Scrapheap was going with this. 
           “How will that help?” he queried the other Junkion. Scrapheap quoted an Earth commercial to make his point, something the Junkions were known for. 
           “Lost? Confused? Call us now to restore faith!” he said jovially, hefting the grapple onto his shoulder before continuing. 
           “We’ll bring our ship to the derelict so we can swap parts.” he finished.
           Rubble laughed. “Don’t wait, order now for free shipping!” 
           He moved aside to let Scrapheap get to the hole to aim the grapple at the derelict. It shot out from the weapon and sailed towards the derelict, striking it near the docking port.
Scrapheap took the grapple off his shoulder and quickly fastened it to the floor. Within a few cycles, the derelict got closer and closer as the grapple retracted to it’s housing. It was slow work, but a little while later came to an end as their ship bumped the Ark-class ship, now alongside each other.
            Rubble walked up and forced open the docking port, leading the both of them onto the ship. They wandered the corridors slowly, trying to find a way to the command area to see if there was hope of getting the ship’s systems back online. The interior was a mess, with metal support beams and broken bulkheads having collapsed and fallen everywhere, as well as damaged wall panels littering the deck. After some scanning, they determined that the hull was intact and was still for the most part spaceworthy. All they had to do was get to the bridge and try to get the main computers up and running.
            It didn’t take long for them to find the bridge, and when they did go in, they were both annoyed at the sad state of disrepair that it was in. Computer consoles were ripped up, with many long wires hanging over their sides, not really connected to anything. The aft stations were charred from fire damage, and some metal beams had fallen from the ceiling. But rather than
complain about the mess, Scrapheap and Rubble each took a side of the bridge to start repairing, and set about it with all due diligence.

           “Three points, nothing but net!” exclaimed the suddenly jubilant Scrapheap, as all the computer consoles on the bridge lit up at the same time, and the unmistakable hum of the main computer commenced. It had taken a while to get everything going, but was worth it. Scrapheap was about to contact Rubble, when the ship suddenly lurched, catching him off-guard and sending him to the floor. As he picked himself up, his comlink came to life, with a happy Rubble on the other end. He had gone down to the engine room to try to bring the main engines back to life.
           “He shoots, he scores!" yelled Rubble through the comlink. 
           “On my way back up there!” he finished as he closed the channel and left the engine room. When he walked through the open doorway onto the bridge, he saw Scrapheap working the navigational controls. 
           “Course set for Junkion, as fast as this heap will go.” he explained. Rubble just nodded, then headed for the conn, taking a seat behind the controls. As he tapped the ignition button, the main engines roared to life, sending the ship forward at a nominal amount of speed. He was surprised that the ship was responding so well. Scrapheap took a seat along the side of the bridge, manning the engine monitors and system controls, making sure nothing was out of the ordinary on their voyage home. As he sat there working the controls, he couldn’t help but think about the mission he was on to destroy Unicron. 
           Caught up in the discovery and repair to this ship they found, he really didn’t have time to think about it until now. He wondered how the battle went, and if the rest of the comrades on the other ship survived the attack. Rubble was starting to contemplate the same thing, but decided to not let it interfere in the task at hand. Cycles passed as the ship blasted towards it’s destination, with all systems functioning normally. They were just about to put the ship on auto-pilot and conduct some further inspections when it started shaking. Looking out the forward viewers, Rubble saw many small objects heading right for them, feeling the impacts as some impacted the hull. 
           “Asteroid field!” he said, his voice cutting out as a bigger space rock hit the ship, sending him to the floor. Scrapheap managed to stay in his seat, but his monitors told him something disturbing, and potentially disasterous.
          “The asteroid impacts are smashing away chunks of the hull.” he said alarmingly, rechecking the data. Alarm klaxons now blared, and Rubble had just got back into his seat when another large impact knocked them both to the floor. As more asteroids hit the hull, holes and scrapes were being torn into it, with one hit doing enough damage to expose part of the ship’s superstructure.
           Rubble struggled to regain navigational control, the damage now worse, and the ship becoming more and more unresponsive. Stations began exploding or catching fire from the stress on the ship and it’s systems.
          “They're down to their last timeout, folks!” yelled Scrapheap over all the background noise, referring to the state of the situation. Rubble slowly climbed into his chair once again in a bid to get the ship out of the asteroid field before it was too late. Unfortunately, a ship the size of an Ark-class cruiser wasn’t something that could turn on a dime, especially with rapidly diminishing systems. Without any warning, a smaller asteroid plowed into the bridge, breaching the hull and crashing through the command area. Both Junkions were knocked offline as
more panels and stations exploded violently, with the engines shutting down right after, the ship now crippled and adrift.

           Rubble crawled back onto his chair and righted himself in front of his controls, having just reactivated. Looking forward where the main viewports should be, he now saw only a gaping hole where the last impact had ocurred. The command area was a total disaster, consoles charred, chunks of hull and other large metallic objects littering the space, damaged wires hanging from above. The final blow had crippled the ship and made a mess of it, now
drifting through space and no power left for the engines. As he was trying to get a system online, Scrapheap reactivated and got up off the floor, staring through the hole into space. 
          “Wow.” was all he said, in awe of the amount of damage done by the asteroids.  He was still trying to figure out where they all came from, but didn’t have an answer as of yet. Rubble gave him the grim damage report. 
          “Engines off-line for good, navigation destroyed, main power gone.” The two Junkions glanced at each other, knowing that the ship was now useless to them. They knew there was only one course of action left to them at this point in time. 
          “Hangar bay.” mentioned Scrapheap, before they both turned and left the bridge for the last time. Working their way down to the lower deck near the ship’s midsection, they soon arrived at the hangar bay door. It was jammed badly, and wouldn’t open for them. Rubble motioned to Scrapheap to stand back, as he pulled out his hand weapon and leveled it at the door’s centre and fired. A bright blue beam of energy shot out from the weapon and struck the door, easily demolishing it in a cloud of dust.
           Walking through the now open doorway, the two of them saw what they came for - a small, sleek looking shuttle that looked like a mini version of the Ark-class vessel they were on. Upon further examination, they determined that the shuttle had only been used a few times, and had been sitting here like this ever since in excellent condition. They boarded the shuttle via the gangway ramp at the side that looked to have been left open. Quickly settling into the cockpit, it was only a short time before all the systems were lit up, and readied to go.
           Bringing the belly hoverengines online, Rubble remotely opened the hangar’s hatch beneath them, the shuttle now slowly leaving the hangar and clearing the ship entirely. Leaving it behind, they brought the engines to full and blasted off again on their course to the planet of Junk. The Ark-class ship got smaller and smaller behind them as the blackness of space once again took over, with no more asteroids in sight.

          “Going, going, gone!” yelled Rubble, as the last of the shuttle’s fuel burned out. They were very close to their home planet of Junk now, but would have to coast into orbit and land without power. The shuttle had only half the fuel it would normally carry, and both were surprised it got them this far before running empty. They could see Junk out the front viewport now, a small speck getting somewhat bigger as they crept closer. It wasn’t long until they managed to guide the small shuttle into orbit, and when they did, the commlink came to life with a transmission from the surface.
          “Let me see your badge, partner!” came a happy voice from Junk. Rubble managed a small smile as Scrapheap tended to the comm to answer the hail. “A new season starts now, on the world's best television network!” he replied, some excitement in his voice as well. 
          “Rubble and Scrapheap requesting to land.” he finished, awaiting clearance. The happy voice from the planet returned to reply to his request. 
          “Granted! Thank you for flying Junkion Airlines! Please return your seats to the upright position, and fasten your safety belts!” said the voice, before the commlink was closed. 
          Rubble programmed the landing sequence into the shuttle’s computer, and it began it’s descent shortly thereafter. Swooping down over the northern hemisphere, he noticed several really large ships under construction at what looked to be brand-new launch areas. It seems that a lot had been going on in the time they had been away. The shuttle came across a plain of flattened junk near the launch areas, where Rubble put it down to land, sliding across the uneven surface and skidding to a halt. Scrapheap got up and lowered the ramp, with Rubble in two.
          Wreck-Gar was waiting for them near their shuttle, and had his trademark grin on his face upon their arrival. 
         “New and improved Junkion planet welcomes you back!” he said happily. Scrapheap and Rubble smiled and nodded, then pointed at the ships under construction nearby. Wreck-Gar’s optics glowed a little brighter as he acknowledged the new ships. 
         “Restoration of Junkion is almost complete.” he said, and then a little louder, “It slices, it dices, it even does coleslaw! Yours for an incredibly low price!” he exclaimed happily before turning and walking off towards the ships, with Rubble and Scrapheap falling in behind him, eager to examine the new Junkion fleet. While they didn’t experience too much passage of time while away due to being knocked offline, it still felt good to be back amongst their own kind than somewhere out in the vastness of space, alone. According to Wreck-Gar, one hundred years had passed. While not too long a stretch in Transformer time, A lot had happened on their planet. A renewed interest in rebuilding and improving rather than piling on the junk had occurred, and was transforming the planet. As for the new fleet, that remained a mystery for the time being. Now was a time to be happy and lend a hand to the restoration of Junkion.


                                                        THE END

